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HEART MONTH BRINGS UNITY WITH PATHWAYS STROKE FOUNDATION AND 
PENNY & COOPER 

A Northport, NY natural bath and body shop provides Lavender products for people and 
pets to ease stress and anxiety. 

 Pathways Stroke Foundation, a nonprofit organization that reduces the impact of 
stroke through education, awareness and technology announces a partnership with Penny 
and Cooper, a natural bath and body shop in Northport Village, New York that empowers 
stroke survivors to have access to natural personal care products. 

 After a stroke or traumatic brain injury, most survivors experience anxiety as well 
as depression and are turning to alternative natural healing products instead of traditional 
medicines.  Researchers have found that some components 
in lavender had effects on anxiety similar to Valium.  “Af-
ter our mother suffered a debilitating stroke 6 years ago, 
moms onset of anxiety had become elevated at times” says 
Jean Marie Gibbs, founder of Pathways Stroke Founda-
tion.   “We wanted a more natural approach to helping 
mom relax. Experimenting with lavender lotions, a heated 
pillow and lavender eye pads, we found her to be much 
more relaxed throughout the day.” 

 We were excited about the natural bath and body 
products that were offered by Penny & Cooper.   They 
have researched and created products from lotions to sugar 
scrubs that are superior in the fact that they are natural and 
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organic without synthetic ingredients. 
  
 Penny & Cooper's lavender line has been in demand, not only for people but for 
pets as well.  Did you know that dogs and cats also have strokes? "Our dog can be anx-
ious at times, and we find that she is much more relaxed after brushing on the lavender 
spray" says Donna Donigian, co-owner of Penny & Cooper. "We explored the best op-
tions on the market, and found this line of pet care is not only synthetic free but vegan as 
well. This lavender dog spray has been a big seller for us". 

 Pathways Stroke Foundation and Penny & Cooper have collaborated to create per-
sonalized lavender gift boxes with essential products for daily use.  10% of each box pur-
chased will go to Pathways Stroke Foundation for their continued support of survivors 

that cannot afford these much needed products for 
mental and physical relief. 
  
 Purchase a lavender gift box today for a sur-
vivor, family member, caregiver, friend, yourself or 
a pet.  Prices range from $18 -$92. You can also 
buy a box as a donation for a survivor in one of the 
many head injury units on Long Island.  These 
lavender boxes are great Valentine's Day gifts 
and will surely be remembered. 
  
 Visit Penny & Cooper at 154 Main Street in 

Northport Village. You can also call them at (631) 651-2673 or visit their website @ pen-
nyandcooper.com. The owners Donna and Katie are delightful and you will truly enjoy 
the ambiance and warmth that will envelop you as you step in the door.    

About Pathways Stroke Foundation 
Pathways Stroke Foundation is a grass roots not for profit foundation dedicated to reduc-
ing the profound impact of stroke by raising awareness of long term physical as well as 
emotional effects for the survivor through education of prevention, emerging technology, 
innovation, determination as well as support of caregivers. 
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